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Information on the oceanic migration patterns and relative marine survival of individual stocks is critical to our
understanding of fluctuations of salmonid populations under changing climatic conditions. Migrations following
stock-specific corridors may lead to differing marine survival and varying rates of return among stocks during
periods of changing marine conditions. By comparing genetic attributes of collections of fish taken in high-seas and
near-shore areas with those characteristic of potentially contributing stocks one can infer the origin of the collection
and thus a point on the migratory route of that stock.
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are a class of genetic markers consisting of differences in DNA bases
between individuals or individual chromosomes. These polymorphisms have been assayed in salmonids and other
taxa using a wide variety of technologies over the past couple of decades. Although many of these SNPs provided
powerful information for fisheries management, the technologies used to collect genotype data for them were slow
and expensive relative to those for alternative marker classes (e.g. allozymes and microsatellites). In recent years
several high-throughput, low-cost SNP
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Fig. 2. Analysis of data produced by genotyping 380 fish using the 5’The number of SNP loci required for
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genotyping assays and the wealth of
previously described polymorphisms that may be accessed using these new technologies, suggest that SNPs will
become an increasingly important tool for migration and mixture studies of salmonids on the high seas where large
sample sizes and exhaustive baselines are the norm.
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